Project Involve
Fellows
Each year close to 500 filmmakers apply and 30 are selected to participate in the 9 month program.

Film Independent’s signature diversity program, launching the careers of filmmakers from underrepresented communities

Content
30 Fellows produce on average 6 short films ranging in length from 5 to 15 minutes.

Distribution
Film Independent will premiere Fellows’ short films in the fall, after which they go on to screen at Festivals around the world.

Mentorship
Project Involve Fellows are paired with leaders in the entertainment community. Past mentors include Ava DuVernay, Barry Jenkins, Alexander Payne and Jill Soloway.

Alumni
Acclaimed filmmakers Tina Mabry (Queen Sugar, Queen of the South), Kahlil Joseph (Beyoncé: Lemonade) and Lulu Wang (The Farewell) are former Fellows of the program.

For information about sponsorship opportunities, contact Kate Walker D’Angelo at kwalker@filmindependent.org or 323 556 9382.
Crafting a custom-tailored program with measurable and tangible results is a welcome opportunity. Please contact Kate Walker D’Angelo, kwalker@filmindependent.org or 323 556 9382 to discuss these opportunities.